“To transform the world, we need to start with ourselves”
Henri van Eeghen, KIT’s new CEO [P3]
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To Transform the World, We Need to Start With Ourselves

“We believe in a fairer and more inclusive world, and KIT is striving hard and collaborating with our partners to create a world that addresses the needs of everyone – regardless of their gender, ethnicity, or economic background.”

The COVID-19 pandemic shook the world, exposing the deep-rooted weaknesses and imbalances along economic, gender, and ethnic fault lines worldwide. But governments across the globe are failing to address the needs of our society, battered by crisis after crisis. In this void, civil society organisations like KIT are stepping up and initiating difficult conversations to bring about much-needed change. We believe in a fairer and more inclusive world, and we are striving hard and collaborating with our partners to create a world that addresses the needs of everyone regardless of their gender, ethnicity, or economic background.

Although co-creation and collaboration are crucial to bringing about this systemic change, to truly collaborate as equals, actors like us at KIT, need to change too. We need to be prepared to relinquish the power we’ve historically held, owing to our colonial legacy, only then, can we create a new space where peace and prosperity for people and the planet can flourish. And this calls for a new consciousness, a new way of thinking, wherein we work together to build the capacities of the individuals within our systems and partnerships, to envision and bring about the longed-for transformation.

Furthermore, I believe that the transformation of an organisation through the transformation of the individuals within is necessary to cure what ails our society today. I have personally undergone many such transformations, and I can tell you that they can be uncomfortable! One example comes to mind: the Black Lives Matter movement emerged when I was in New York, and I was asked to join a discussion panel for a well-known magazine to talk about the movement. To my disappointment, for the most part, the conversation remained superficial. So, I asked the moderator if I could make a statement. I simply said, “I’m a racist.” A hush fell over the room.

“We need to be prepared to relinquish the power we’ve historically held, owing to our colonial legacy. Only then can we create a new space where peace and prosperity for people and planet can flourish.”

Henri van Eeghen

Looking at it from an organisational level, that’s also how we approach our work at KIT too. We’re willing to have uncomfortable conversations; we’re willing to go deeper rather than keep the discussion at a superficial level. The Power of Knowledge event that we held last year is a prime example of really delving into our role as an organisation in perpetuating systemic inequality and learning how to improve by listening to our peers and partners.

This vision, creativity, and commitment to change at the heart of KIT is evident in the many facets of our work, locally as well as globally. We’ve transformed our historical building into a hotspot for sustainable entrepreneurship and conferences; we’re developing and sharing knowledge in a multitude of ways; and we’re keeping the individual at the heart of our approach, even in our international projects – in some projects through the human-centred design approach.

This transformation, both on an individual and a collective level, is an exciting journey. Together with KIT, I’m looking forward to a global movement from monopolising power to distributing power; from having all the answers to being a creator of conditions in which the answers emerge; and from a single source of intelligence to a champion of collective wisdom. And I invite you to join us on this journey!

Henri van Eeghen
CEO at KIT

KIT Royal Tropical Institute is an independent centre of expertise and hospitality dedicated to sustainable development. Guided by the Sustainable Development Goals of the United Nations, we assist governments, non-governmental organisations, and private corporations around the world to build inclusive and sustainable societies. Our experts provide research, advisory and training services focusing on global health, economic development, and gender.

Our campus in Amsterdam is one of the city’s leading sustainability hotspots. It houses an education centre for students and professionals, including a graduate school in global health, an eco-friendly hotel, and complementary conference and events facilities. We are also home to SDG House: a thriving community of sustainability experts, social entrepreneurs, and NGOs with a membership of more than 70 organisations.

Looking at it from an organisational level, that’s also how we approach our work at KIT too. We’re willing to have uncomfortable conversations; we’re willing to go deeper rather than keep the discussion at a superficial level. The Power of Knowledge event that we held last year is a prime example of really delving into our role as an organisation in perpetuating systemic inequality and learning how to improve by listening to our peers and partners.

This vision, creativity, and commitment to change at the heart of KIT is evident in the many facets of our work, locally as well as globally. We’ve transformed our historical building into a hotspot for sustainable entrepreneurship and conferences; we’re developing and sharing knowledge in a multitude of ways; and we’re keeping the individual at the heart of our approach, even in our international projects – in some projects through the human-centred design approach.

This transformation, both on an individual and a collective level, is an exciting journey. Together with KIT, I’m looking forward to a global movement from monopolising power to distributing power; from having all the answers to being a creator of conditions in which the answers emerge; and from a single source of intelligence to a champion of collective wisdom. And I invite you to join us on this journey!

Henri van Eeghen
CEO at KIT

“‘As a human being, racism is within me. Our upbringing programmes us to differentiate between people, sometimes unconsciously, sometimes consciously. We internalise these views as we go through life, maybe not intentionally, but it is there. So, to build a world of equity, we need to unravel our own prejudices first. While it may not be easy, it is essential,’ I explained. I am aware that, if I want to contribute to societal change, I need to be open to transformation too – and that awareness has allowed me to grow as an individual.”

Henri van Eeghen
CEO at KIT
Since 2015, KIT Royal Tropical Institute has conducted over **650 projects** with partners in more than **120 countries**.
‘We know who holds most of the power, and they need to change’

As a public health professional who has written several peer-reviewed articles, Dr. Samuel Oti is very vocal about the power imbalances that plague the practice of global health. He was one of the keynote speakers at the first Power of Knowledge event KIT in Amsterdam, co-hosted with Asfari Institute, in Beirut, and Ethixpert in Johannesburg.

At the event, we examined how the North-South paradigm shapes the flow of knowledge adversely and how we can effectively move away from an imbalanced structure towards a more equitable one by creating equitable partnerships. We spoke to Dr. Oti about why this is such an important topic.

Less and more powerful countries

To start with, Dr. Oti prefers to use the terms ‘more powerful’ and ‘less powerful’ countries, instead of the ubiquitous Global North and South often used when discussing the power imbalances within the international development sector.

“I don’t think it needs elaboration. But there’s a power imbalance that tends to play out between powerful countries and less powerful countries. Most recently, we’ve seen it with issues like vaccine distribution during the pandemic. We know who leads some of the most powerful global health institutions, and we know who makes the important funding decisions. I think it’s important for us to begin to talk about this disparity,” he explains.

Contextual knowledge or technical knowledge?

“I like telling stories. Let me tell you a short story that highlights this,” he says. “In a village in rural Kenya, bed-nets treated with insecticide were distributed for malaria prevention. But this village was a fishing community, and they needed fishing nets at the time, so they quickly turned those insecticide-treated bed nets into fishing nets. Local nuances and local context matter, that’s why you need local expertise and local knowledge. Without it, the ramifications can be quite significant.”

What needs to change?

“The Global Health Decolonisation Movement in Africa, which I am a part of, has developed recommendations for practitioners and institutions in powerful countries. They may seem like superficial things, but they can signal a change.”

Many of the recommendations Dr. Oti refers to ultimately advocate for equality: equality in all aspects of work. For instance, one of the recommendations states: ‘Reject “assumptions” in all its manifestations’. Refuse to be part of collaborations that do not give equal opportunity and rewards to the contributions of your African and UIGH (Under-represented in Global Health) counterparts.”

Dr. Samuel Oti

“A lot of funders have invested resources strengthening local capacity. But they still don’t seem to have confidence in those institutions. It is unfortunate that, even after building all this capacity, a funding agency will support an institution in a powerful country to do the very work they’ve been strengthening capacities for in a less powerful country.”

Trust-based funding and development

Funding organisations can play an important role in creating this parity. According to Dr. Oti, “A lot of funders have invested resources strengthening local capacity. But they still don’t seem to have confidence in those institutions. It is unfortunate that, even after building all this capacity, a funding agency will support an institution in a powerful country to do the very work they’ve been strengthening capacities for in a less powerful country.”

“I think it lies with the more powerful countries. They have more power, more agency, and more influence. They have the potential to influence things positively, simply because they hold the lion’s share of power. So, for me, I think that the answer is simple. But that doesn’t take away any responsibility from less powerful countries. They also need to think about how they can invest more in their own development. How can they deal with governance and corruption issues better? It’s not mutually exclusive.”

Power of Knowledge

Asfari Institute, in Beirut, and EthiXpert in Johannesburg.

Keynote speakers Dr. Wanjiru Kamau-Rutenberg, Dr. Zuleika Bibi Sheik, and Dr. Samuel Oti in a discussion panel.

The event was co-hosted simultaneously by ETH/EPF in Johannesburg and The Asfari Institute in Beirut.

Dr. Oti cites the ‘Trust-based Funding’ of Mackenzie Scott as a refreshing approach to funding. After months of research, her team of advisors identifies recipients, who then go on to receive unrestricted funding. In this case, the funders do not dictate the agenda for the organisation to follow.

So, at the end of the day with whom does the onus of change lie?

“I think it lies with the more powerful countries. They have more power, more agency, and more influence. They have the potential to influence things positively, simply because they hold the lion’s share of power. So, for me, I think that the answer is simple. But that doesn’t take away any responsibility from less powerful countries. They also need to think about how they can invest more in their own development. How can they deal with governance and corruption issues better? It’s not mutually exclusive.”

Refuse to be part of collaborations that do not give equal opportunity and reward to the contributions of your African and UIGH (Under-represented in Global Health) counterparts.”

Dr. Samuel Oti

We kicked off the day with an opening address from Pascale Grotenhuis.

Welcome our guests of KIT in Amsterdam.

Kit Mag
Decolonising Knowledge is Painful and Necessary

Knowledge is power and, for now, knowledge is dominated by the richest countries. With this annual symposium, KIT aims to join forces with people decolonising knowledge. The first edition took place in Amsterdam, connecting live with Beloitz and Johannesburg.

The location of the first edition of The Power of Knowledge could not have been more symbolically charged. Together with the Tropenmuseum, KIT housed in fine, albeit discomfiting, architecture: one of the largest and most imposing colonial buildings in the Netherlands. It opened in 1926 as the Colonial Institute: a knowledge centre in the capital of a then-proud colonial kingdom.

But the organisers, speakers, and international guests are determined not to linger on resentment or anger. A steady revolution in the opposite direction – perhaps even the rainforest where my grandmother’s life was defined by knowledge gathered here. Under this wooden roof, as if it were yesterday.”

“Decolonising knowledge revolves around three questions: who has access to the knowledge, who sets the agenda, and who validates the knowledge?”

Lindy van Vliet

Her fellow researcher Rutuja Patil agrees: “The existing power dynamics cannot be ignored.” It does not stop with just a change of vocabulary or expressing virtuous aspirations. A new generation of research leaders is bringing about change by introducing strong codes of ethics, such as the Global Act of Conduct. Or the Bridge guideline developed within KIT, which Alba and Patil present, for equal collaboration in epidemiological research. This was drafted based on input from 50 experts from around the world, who considered what research integrity and honesty should mean in practice, and on the basis of which guidelines equivalence can become concrete.

“A key point,” says Alba, “is that collaboration of researchers from the North and South is essential, because they know the environment and can better relate to the local stakeholders and communities affected by the research. If the research is in the hands of local researchers, it is likely to be locally relevant and therefore have more impact.”

This article has been translated from Dutch to English and shortened for brevity. The original article is written by Marc van Dijk, published by Vice Versa and can be found here: https://viceversaonline.nl/2022/10/25/kennis-dekoloniseren-is-pijnlijk-en-nodig)

The annual Power of Knowledge conference is the latest initiative to bring together professionals concerned with equity in knowledge production, according to KIT’s knowledge director, Lindy van Vliet. “Decolonising knowledge,” says Van Vliet, “revolves around three questions: who has access to the knowledge, who sets the agenda, and who validates the knowledge?”

Vocabulary

It is remarkable that it takes a lot of effort to find the right words. This field is characterised by an urge to constantly redefine terms – and the old ones then have to disappear. Initially, “development aid” was replaced by “international cooperation”. “Tropical medicine”, though still in vogue, now competes with “global health”. The first, second, and third world triad was binned to be replaced by the “Global South” and “Global North”.

Words matter: they determine how policymakers, funding agencies, and scientists think, but even now words occasionally meet resistance. Like when someone from the audience interjects: “If we want to move towards equal cooperation and share knowledge in a fair way, if we want to get past colonial power relations, why are we approaching this with a new dichotomy between North and South? Who likes to see themselves as part of the North or South, and where exactly is the boundary? Let’s stop this practice as soon as possible!”

Power dynamics

That kind of intervention sets the stage. Moderator and speaker, Sandra Alba, stresses the importance of this meta problem as long as the creation and use of knowledge in the world is not equal, we will miss out on potential breakthroughs and innovations in all fields, even beyond health. It is not a symbolic conversation, but a dire necessity, Alba argues. “We simply live in a world created by Europe and America. That has adverse consequences, and we have to deal with that.”

Fellow researcher Rutuja Patil agrees: “The existing power dynamics cannot be ignored.” It does not stop with just a change of vocabulary or expressing virtuous aspirations. A new generation of research leaders is bringing about change by introducing strong codes of ethics, such as the Global Act of Conduct. Or the Bridge guideline developed within KIT, which Alba and Patil present, for equal collaboration in epidemiological research. This was drafted based on input from 50 experts from around the world, who considered what research integrity and honesty should mean in practice, and on the basis of which guidelines equivalence can become concrete.

“A key point,” says Alba, “is that collaboration of researchers from the North and South is essential, because they know the environment and can better relate to the local stakeholders and communities affected by the research. If the research is in the hands of local researchers, it is likely to be locally relevant and therefore have more impact.”

“This article has been translated from Dutch to English and shortened for brevity. The original article is written by Marc van Dijk, published by Vice Versa and can be found here: https://viceversaonline.nl/2022/10/25/kennis-dekoloniseren-is-pijnlijk-en-nodig/”
A SUSTAINABLE MONUMENT

**KIT is now Fossil-free**

**The largest monument in Amsterdam leads the energy transition, thanks to years of collaboration with De Groene Grachten**

Since 2013, KIT Royal Tropical Institute has worked with De Groene Grachten in efforts to make the monumental KIT building more sustainable. With the removal of the gas heaters from the building earlier this year, KIT’s energy transition has achieved a milestone. The driving forces behind the collaboration are KIT’s chief financial officer, Louis van de Berghe, and Suze Gehem, director of De Groene Grachten. Nieuw Amsterdams Klimaat, a publication of the City of Amsterdam, talked with Louis and Suze about the journey of making the city’s largest monument fossil-free.

**Sustainable development**

The Royal Tropical Institute is a knowledge centre and hospitality venue dedicated to sustainable development. The building first opened its doors in 1926. Comprising more than 33,000 square metres, it is the largest national monument in the City of Amsterdam. KIT houses the well-known Tropenmuseum and is home to SDG House: a community of experts, entrepreneurs, and not-for-profit organisations who, like KIT, seek to contribute to a more inclusive and sustainable world.

Talking about the start of his collaboration with Suze, Louis recalls: “In 2013, we got the idea to open up the building and make it more sustainable. We needed help, and we called De Groene Grachten, a company specialising in making historical buildings more sustainable, which was founded by Suze in 2012. At the time, Suze was looking for office space, which we had readily available. That was the beginning of our collaboration.”

There are many rules for renovating and preserving monuments. And, because of KIT’s size, almost every improvement or adaptation must be recreated for different parts of the building. Suze says, “These are the kind of challenges that De Groene Grachten has helped tackle since we moved here in 2013 as one of KIT’s first tenants. For instance, when we made thermal images of the 2,200 windows, it became clear that a lot of heat was lost there. We advised they install custom-made screens behind almost all windows, which has helped reduce KIT’s energy consumption.”

**A challenge**

Louis: “It’s a challenge to make a designated national monument more sustainable. One example is that we are not allowed to put solar panels on the roof if they are visible from the street. So, we are looking at other solutions. Perhaps we will put solar panels on the building that we own across the street, next to the Muiderkerk.”

Suze: “Under Louis’ leadership, KIT is undergoing a major transformation. The first heat pumps have arrived, LED lighting has been installed, and all the kitchens are equipped with induction cooking appliances. The latest sustainable development is the green roof that we installed on top of the museum’s depot, in collaboration with Rooftop Revolution. We collect and store water there, so we use less in summer. Anyone who still fears that a green roof will leak should know better by now. It can be done, even on top of an art collection!”

**In 2013, we got the idea to open up the building and make it more sustainable. We needed help, and we called De Groene Grachten.”**

Louis van den Berghe
An alarming report on climate change released last year led Suze and Louis to step up their ambitions and decide that KIT should become fossil-free as soon as possible. The gas heaters have now been removed from the building. There will be a thermal storage system and heat pumps, that will not only heat and cool the entire KIT building, but also the KIT hotel building, which is currently being renovated.

Louis: “As of this year, we are fossil-free. We have removed the gas heaters and are installing electric heat pumps and thermal energy storage.”

Suze Gehem

Fossil-free
An alarming report on climate change released last year led Suze and Louis to step up their ambitions and decide that KIT should become fossil-free as soon as possible. The gas heaters have now been removed from the building. There will be a thermal storage system and heat pumps, that will not only heat and cool the entire KIT building, but also the KIT hotel building, which is currently being renovated.

Louis: “As of this year, we are fossil-free. We have removed the gas heaters and are installing heat pumps and thermal energy storage. In the summer, we’ll pump warm water into the ground. Insulated by the soil, the water will stay warm. In winter, we’ll use this water to heat the building. Heat pumps help raise the temperature of the water high enough to heat the entire building. Conversely, we store cold water in the winter with which we can cool the building in the summer.”

Suze: “What is happening here sets an example. Having the ambition is step one, but actually doing it, and at this pace, is fantastic to see. KIT had set itself the goal of being gas-free by 2030. But, last year, all the alarm bells went off when the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) published its latest report on the state of climate change. This was so disturbing that we asked ourselves: ‘Why wait until 2030? We decided to act now.’

As of this year, KIT will be fossil-free. We have removed the gas heaters and are installing electric heat pumps and thermal energy storage.”

Louis van den Berghe

What is happening here at KIT sets an example. Having the ambition is step one, but actually doing it, and at this pace, is fantastic to see. If it can be done here, it can be done anywhere.”

Suze Gehem

In the spring of 2022, we removed the gas boilers from our premises, making KIT the largest monument in Amsterdam to turn off the gas.

In our inner courtyard lies the Tropentuin, a neighbourhood vegetable garden managed by one of our SDG House Residents, De Gezonde Stad.

Renovation of the Tropenhotel is currently under way, with the hotel expected to open in 2024.

The start signal of the construction of our new underground thermal storage system (WKO), which together with heat pumps will heat our premises in the winters to come.

(This article has been translated from Dutch to English and shortened for brevity. The original article is written and published by Nieuw Amsterdams Klimaat and can be found here: https://www.nieuwamsterdamsklimaat.nl/actueel/koninklijk-instituut-van-de-tropen-en-de-groene-grachten-verduurzamen)
Good quality seeds can have a massive impact on a country’s growth and its people’s well-being. In this interview, we talk to Boudy van Schagen, an expert on the seed sector at KIT, about the waves the humble seed has been making through The Private Seed Sector Development Burundi (PSSD Burundi) project.

**Why is the seed so significant?**
Good quality seed is a cornerstone for agricultural productivity. With good quality seeds, you can grow more on the same area of land. The productivity of common crops like maize and beans is very low, and there is a significant potential for improvement. By using good quality seeds, farmers can have a bigger and better harvest. Of course, just having good quality seeds is not enough. Other things – like using good farming techniques and soil fertility – are important too. But farmers must have quality seeds to benefit from them.

Before the PSSD project that started in 2014, KIT was also working in Burundi with its predecessor – the Integrated Seed Sector Development (ISSD Burundi) project from 2014 to 2018. Why has it been so important to work in the seed sector in Burundi for almost 10 years?
Burundi is a densely populated, small, hilly country. The average farm is very small and there is significant poverty, food insecurity, and seasonal hunger. More than half the children under five are stunted – one of the highest rates in the world. There is potential for improvement, but few farmers use quality seeds that could improve their productivity. There is simply not enough of it available to farmers. At the start of our projects, many farming families did not really understand the benefits of buying quality seeds, and they ‘recycled’ seed from the previous harvest instead.

**Why should we be taking note of this project?**
By taking this integrated approach, PSSD, and ISSD have addressed deterrents (and enablers) across the seed value chain. Now, the seed system is significantly more efficient, reducing costs and time. The improvements have ultimately resulted in a twenty-fold increase in the number of farmers buying quality seed from PSSD-supported companies and sales outlets since 2019.

**Have there been any changes in policies?**
Yes, now policies and regulations allow the private sector to complement and supplement what was till only very recently the sole purview of the government. Consequently, the availability of foundation seed in Burundi has doubled. This will certainly have a positive impact on food security in the country and for farming households.

**Now that the project has concluded what are you looking forward to?**
It’s important to build on the progress we’ve made so far. So, we are hoping to continue building on the achievements of ISSD and PSSD Burundi with our partners, IFDC. We aim for a new project to help scale up the impact to a critical mass and create a stable, well-performing seed sector.

**The improvements have ultimately resulted in a twenty-fold increase in the number of farmers buying quality seed from PSSD-supported companies and sales outlets since 2019.**
Boudy van Schagen

**What is the world’s largest food producer hoping this innovative $1.4bn plan – involving direct pay-outs to African cocoa farmers – can tackle the poverty that is the root cause of child labour.**
Financial Times

KIT uses its expertise to improve livelihoods, strengthen food security, and increase the economic resilience of individuals and communities in low- and middle-income countries. We compile, analyse, and develop knowledge on sustainable economic development. Our holistic approach to sustainable development is practical and grounded in the local context. We operate at the intersection of theory and practice and between policy and implementation, translating evidence-based insight into meaningful social, and economic impact.

Our team of experts supports businesses, government services, and civil society organisations to improve their practices and maximise their impact on sustainable development. Our staff bring their content expertise with the ability to offer a diverse suite of advisory services, including policy and programme design and implementation, evaluation and impact assessment, capacity building through coaching, and knowledge management.

Why is the seed so significant?
Good quality seed is a cornerstone for agricultural productivity. With good quality seeds, you can grow more on the same area of land. The productivity of common crops like maize and beans is very low, and there is a significant potential for improvement. By using good quality seeds, farming families can have a bigger and better harvest. Of course, just having good quality seeds is not enough. Other things – like using good farming techniques and soil fertility – are important too. But farmers must have quality seeds to benefit from them.

Before the PSSD project that started in 2019, KIT was also working in Burundi with its predecessor – the Integrated Seed Sector Development (ISSD Burundi) project from 2014 to 2018. Why has it been so important to work in the seed sector in Burundi for almost 10 years?
Burundi is a densely populated, small, hilly country. The average farm is very small and there is significant poverty, food insecurity, and seasonal hunger. More than half the children under five are stunted – one of the highest rates in the world. There is potential for improvement, but few farmers use quality seeds that could improve their productivity. There is simply not enough of it available to farmers. At the start of our projects, many farming families did not really understand the benefits of buying quality seeds, and they ‘recycled’ seed from the previous harvest instead.

Why should we be taking note of this project?
By taking this integrated approach, PSSD, and ISSD have addressed deterrents (and enablers) across the seed value chain. Now, the seed system is significantly more efficient, reducing costs and time. The improvements have ultimately resulted in a twenty-fold increase in the number of farmers buying quality seed from PSSD-supported companies and sales outlets since 2019.

Have there been any changes in policies?
Yes, now policies and regulations allow the private sector to complement and supplement what was till only very recently the sole purview of the government. Consequently, the availability of foundation seed in Burundi has doubled. This will certainly have a positive impact on food security in the country and for farming households.

Now that the project has concluded what are you looking forward to?
It’s important to build on the progress we’ve made so far. So, we are hoping to continue building on the achievements of ISSD and PSSD Burundi with our partner, IFDC. We aim for a new project to help scale up the impact to a critical mass and create a stable, well-performing seed sector.
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possible to become acquainted with the colonial artist Brian Elstak, who responds to the decoratively critically examines our colonial past.

KIT has a colonial past. We are a society that was founded in 1910 as the Colonial in Stone’ critically examines our colonial past by taking a

A brief history of KIT and the Tropenmuseum

In 1871, Koloniaal Museum, the world’s first colonial museum, opened its doors in Paviljoen Welgelegen in Haarlem. This museum displayed objects from the Dutch colonies in ‘The East’, primarily from Indonesia, as well as Suriname and the various Caribbean islands in ‘The West’. Centuries of violence, territorial expansion, and exploitation had transformed these areas into what were known uniquely at the time as ‘wijnegewestes’ (exploitable regions), feeding the national pride.

The museum was an initiative of the Vereeniging Koloniaal Instituut, the Association for the Promotion of Industry and Trade. Slavery had only recently been abolished; in 1860 for Indonesia and 1883 for Suriname. Then what had been known as the Antilles; and the formerly enslaved would remain under state supervision till 1973. The first contract workers were being recruited from India, then a British colony, to work on plantations in Suriname.

The colonial museum emphasised the colonies’ enormous economic potential in raw materials, natural resources, and local crafts. The aim was to stimulate the import of products and to explore their usefulness to Dutch industry, strengthening the Dutch economy through profits from transport, textiles, foodstuffs, (art) furniture, rubber, quinine, and much more. The Maatschappij wanted to ‘introduce’ the Dutch population to such products and enterprises. They also wanted to teach visitors about the cultures, religions, and practices of people in the colonies who were living under Dutch rule, or who had been sent there as contract workers from other colonial regions. In this way, they hoped to interest young men in a colonial career.

The Colonial Institute

In less than half a century, the Koloniaal Museum expanded into an institution of national importance, creating a need for more space. In the fall of 1910, the museum accepted a proposal from the Van Nieukerkens father and sons named the project De Behouden Reis (safe journey). They believed that architecture should combine both functionality and form. The Van Nieukerken family of architects to handle the design and construction of its new building.

In January 1916. Most of the construction was funded by Dutch companies and private parties with links to the colonial empire. Enterprises with financial interests in the then Dutch East Indies were most open to the new Institute’s relevance, resulting in a greater focus on the region. In the autumn of 1926, Queen Wilhelmina declared the building officially open.

Architecture

The Vereeniging Koloniaal Instituut had engaged the Van Nieukerken family of architects to handle the design and construction of its new building. The Van Nieukerken father and sons named the project De Behouden Reis (safe journey). They drew inspiration from Dutch historical examples, particularly castles in the Dutch Renaissance style of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. This is visible in the multicoloured stone (stalhout) facades, the ornamentation, and the use of buttresses and stylised anchor plates.

The architects made use of modern materials, such as concrete, and the design included a modern electrical system and alarm installation. The design was criticised by other architects, who considered the lavish, ornate style to be overly traditional, old-fashioned, and expensive. They also thought the design lacked balance and unity and didn’t fit its surroundings.

However, the historicism style and decorative detailing were purposeful. The Van Nieukerken believed that architecture should combine both art and craft. The style was seen as characteristically Dutch and commemorated the nation’s ‘glory days’. The architects collaborated with artists from their own network, such as Louis van Vroegh (1868–1936) for the sculptures, and William Retter (1858–1930) for the relief carvings, which were partially based on drawings by W.O.J. (Willem) Nieuwenhuyzen (1784–1910).

Construction of the Colonial Institute began in January 1916. Most of the construction was funded by Dutch companies and private parties with links to the colonial empire. Enterprises with financial interests in the then Dutch East Indies were most open to the new Institute’s relevance, resulting in a greater focus on the region. In the autumn of 1926, Queen Wilhelmina declared the building officially open.

Symbolism

A Committee for Symbolism ensured that the sculptures and paintings expressed the Institute’s mission. There are over 20 decorative elements altogether. The ornaments symbolise the Institute’s founding and areas of activity, events from colonial history between the seventeenth and early twentieth centuries, and social–cultural trends in the Indonesian archipelago. In spite of the intended sobriety, the building is embellished throughout, from the door handles to the tiles. Everywhere you look are depictions of plants, flowers, animals, religion, agriculture, crafts, and historic events with colonial connotations.

People regarded by the founders of the Institute as ‘heroes’ of the VOC (Dutch East India Company, officially United East India Company), such as colonial civil servants and the Institute’s founders, feature visibly throughout the building. The glorification of such people and the Dutch nation state, like their depictions on the building, are appropriated for the development of medicine, education, and promotion of such projects. This change in circumstances also affected the Tropenmuseum. In the 1960s and 1970s, it organised exhibitions to present and explain ‘all the various facets of development issues to the general public, entirely in line with the development process’s own dynamic character’.

New name, a new purpose

The Koloniaal Instituut continued its work to a limited extent through the start of the Second World War. The building was used to house the German police. As early as the final months of the war, the Board of Directors was already considering a new name for the Institute. The directors expected that, with the 1941 Atlantic Charter and the intended post-war establishment of an independent nation state, like their depictions on the building, the term ‘colonial’ would cease to be acceptable. Furthermore, a new name was not enough; the institution would have to change fundamentally.

To emphasise the irreversibility of the Netherlands, Indonesia, and the West Indies, they opted for ‘Tropenmuseum’. Then, in 1945, the Republic of Indonesia unilaterally declared its independence, although it took another four years of negotiations and armed conflict for the Netherlands to accept this. It was time for another change of course. In 1950, the Institute was renamed Koloniale Nieuwe (KIT) (Koloniaal Royal Tropenmuseum) and the museum became the Tropenmuseum.

The focus shifted from the colonies to ‘achieving the grand task that the Western countries have set themselves with regard to the tropics and promoting the Netherlands’ economic development’. The new Institute and museum would fall under the authority of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, particularly development aid, and they concentrate fully on the organisation and promotion of such projects. This change in circumstances also affected the Tropenmuseum. In the 1960s and 1970s, it organised exhibitions to present and explain ‘all the various facets of development issues to the general public, entirely in line with the development process’s own dynamic character’.

Each department had its own space within the building. The other two departments collected objects from the colonies and disseminated knowledge about raw materials, natural resources, the people and their cultures, languages, and practices. This was used to train civil servants and company workers destined for the colonies. Each department had its own space within the museum. Educational exhibitions were part of an important policy objective, which was achieved through the display of objects in the museum and the provision of information packs to Dutch schools. In these ways, the Koloniale Instituut played an important societal role in spreading colonial knowledge and the preservation of the colonial system.

Koloniale Nieuwe (KIT) is a society that was founded in 1910 as the Colonial Instituut. Our building, a national monument that opened its doors in 1926, is lavishly decorated with as many as 200 works of art that served to enthuse the institute’s colonial history and mission.

WITNESS IN STONE

Tour of KIT’s Colonial Past

KIT has launched a website where you can learn more about our colonial past by taking a virtual tour of our building.

In Paris, and the Koloniale Nieuwe in Hamburg. The objectives of the Koloniaal Instituut were to promote colonial ‘science’, ‘healthcare’, and economic and technological ‘development’.

The focus shifted from the colonies to ‘achieving the grand task that the Western countries have set themselves with regard to the tropics and promoting the Netherlands’ economic development’. The new Institute and museum would fall under the authority of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, particularly development aid, and they concentrate fully on the organisation and promotion of such projects. This change in circumstances also affected the Tropenmuseum. In the 1960s and 1970s, it organised exhibitions to present and explain ‘all the various facets of development issues to the general public, entirely in line with the development process’s own dynamic character’.

The focus shifted from the colonies to ‘achieving the grand task that the Western countries have set themselves with regard to the tropics and promoting the Netherlands’ economic development’. The new Institute and museum would fall under the authority of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, particularly development aid, and they concentrate fully on the organisation and promotion of such projects. This change in circumstances also affected the Tropenmuseum. In the 1960s and 1970s, it organised exhibitions to present and explain ‘all the various facets of development issues to the general public, entirely in line with the development process’s own dynamic character’.

Through a virtual tour of 14 of the most notable decorations in our building, the website ‘Witness in Stone’ critically examines our colonial past. The tour also features visual commentary by artist Brian Elstak, who responds to the decorations in 14 short essays. Witness in Stone is available in English and Dutch and is a joint publication of KIT and the Tropenmuseum. By offering the tour online, KIT wants to enable as many people as possible to become acquainted with the colonial history of our building. The virtual tour also shows parts of the building that are usually not accessible by the public.

While our work today is far removed from the colonial ideas that are enshrined in the decorations in and around our building, we believe it is important to reflect on the origin and meaning of the stories that surround us. KIT sees it as part of its mission not only to maintain the building as national heritage, but also to open up the colonial past that lies on our building, and to tell new stories that differ from the glorious national history that the founders of the Colonial Institute imagined.
Training centre and theatre

In the following decades, KIT added a new hotel and a training centre for visiting experts on agriculture and healthcare in the Global South, among other guests. This training involved programmes for tropical doctors and so-called technical assistants and volunteers – experts who were to spend shorter or longer periods working on agricultural projects or for government organisations involved in what was then called the ‘Third World’. A tropentheater was launched to highlight the works of artists from these ‘developing countries’. This was followed by a children’s museum. A major renovation in the 1970s provided the museum with a new, ‘low threshold’ entrance, as museum accessibility had become a hot topic, both literally and socially. A new underground collections depot was added in 2000, along with museum accessibility had become a hot topic, both literally and socially. A new underground collections depot was added in 2000, along with museum accessibility had become a hot topic, both literally and socially. A new underground collections depot was added in 2000, along with...
Gender

KIT’s international Gender team is dedicated to achieving gender equality and transformative change in food security, natural resource management, energy, finance, agribusiness value chains, and health systems. Extensive experience in organisational change, capacity development and learning, knowledge management, and applied research in cooperation with gender knowledge.

Grounded in feminist principles, our approach emphasises transformative and participatory learning, where we invite partners to critically reflect on their gender ambitions and progress to date. We offer a deeply rooted understanding of how gender dynamics affect and are affected by our clients’ work and organisations, across sectors and contexts, and have contributed to the field for more than 30 years.

Agronomists’ influence on farmers, via-a-via good agricultural practices, is widely recognised. However, their crucial role in facilitating social change in farming communities often goes unnoticed.

This learning programme strengthens the capacity of Nespresso agronomists to analyse, understand, and address gender inequalities in the socio-cultural contexts where they work. It supports agronomists in using a gender lens to understand power relations and to act as catalysts for gender transformative change. Merging Nespresso’s vision with KIT’s expertise, the co-created, flexible methodology is continuously refined to meet the diverse needs of agronomists in the countries where Nespresso operates.

The programme spans four to six months and is underway in more than 11 countries in Latin America, Africa, and Asia. It is implemented by local trainers who translate abstract gender concepts into the lived reality of agronomists and farmers. Across three modules, agronomists develop an awareness of gender inequalities and are sensitised to the critical role of women in coffee production: learning for action, learning in action, and learning from action. The programme design is rooted in KIT’s extensive experience with learner-centred, adult education methodologies that have participants’ experience and knowledge as core. New and sometimes complex ideas are introduced and then applied to agronomists’ daily work using real-life examples, practical assignments, and on-the-job mentoring.

Space is created for critical reflection, including on personal biases. The complex ideas are introduced and then applied to agronomists’ daily work. The programme spans four to six months and is underway in more than 11 countries in Latin America, Africa, and Asia. It is implemented by local trainers who translate abstract gender concepts into the lived reality of agronomists and farmers. Across three modules, agronomists develop an awareness of gender inequalities and are sensitised to the critical role of women in coffee production: learning for action, learning in action, and learning from action. The programme design is rooted in KIT’s extensive experience with learner-centred, adult education methodologies that have participants’ experience and knowledge as core. New and sometimes complex ideas are introduced and then applied to agronomists’ daily work using real-life examples, practical assignments, and on-the-job mentoring.
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Space is created for critical reflection, including on personal biases. The complex ideas are introduced and then applied to agronomists’ daily work using real-life examples, practical assignments, and on-the-job mentoring. The programme spans four to six months and is underway in more than 11 countries in Latin America, Africa, and Asia. It is implemented by local trainers who translate abstract gender concepts into the lived reality of agronomists and farmers. Across three modules, agronomists develop an awareness of gender inequalities and are sensitised to the critical role of women in coffee production: learning for action, learning in action, and learning from action. The programme design is rooted in KIT’s extensive experience with learner-centred, adult education methodologies that have participants’ experience and knowledge as core. New and sometimes complex ideas are introduced and then applied to agronomists’ daily work using real-life examples, practical assignments, and on-the-job mentoring.

Together with Nespresso’s gender strategy and efforts since 2015, this training programme has significantly contributed to agronomists and country managers showing more openness to and interest in gender equality. Subsequently, gender equality becomes a priority area in yearly plans, new initiatives specifically for women farmers and their husbands are being set up, and farm visits and training invitations are more inclusive.

Nestle’s Catalysts for Gender Transformative Change

Improving the Sexual and Reproductive Health Rights Curriculum for Health Workers in Mali

It’s difficult for young people in Mali to exercise their sexual and reproductive health rights (SRHR). This can have serious consequences on their quality of life. Many young people suffer from a high rate of adolescent fertility, early marriage, and female genital mutilation/cutting, often resulting in illness and death.
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T o redesign and improve access to maternity services for people in Chad, DRC, Pakistan, Côte d’Ivoire, and Niger, KIT is working on a project funded by the World Bank. ‘What do the users want? What needs to change?’ We’re asking these crucial questions to members of the communities – particularly those in hard-to-reach areas. In collaboration with Butterfly Works and local partners in the project countries, we will present the respective Ministries of Health with advice and development possibilities that respond to the users’ needs and at the same time are financially feasible.

What sets this one-year project apart is the fact that we’re putting the users at the heart of our research. ‘Evidence has also shown that tackling individual issues, such as improving facilities or having more human resources for health services, without putting the women who need these services at the centre, is not enough,” says Ingrid Zuleta, KIT’s advisor working on the project.

Global Health

At KIT, we envision a world where everyone can realise their full health potential. We pursue this mission with expertise in health system strengthening, epidemiology, health education, and sexual and reproductive health and rights. Guided by the Sustainable Development Goals, we work to improve equity in global health.

To do so, we partner with local and national governments, humanitarian agencies, NGOs, and other international and local organisations, to offer targeted advice, research, and fresh insights based on a deep knowledge of the local context.

Our multidisciplinary Health Unit consists of health professionals with knowledge of and experience working in low- and middle-income countries around the world. We facilitate locally-led reform of countries’ healthcare models and strategies. True to our commitment to ‘Leave No One Behind’, we have specific expertise in health systems in fragile contexts, including those affected by conflict, natural disasters, or climate change.

The arduous journey from home to hospital

So, we’re working on re-designing the maternal services using human-centred design (HCD), and it’s the first time this approach is being used within this context. “At KIT, we have worked extensively with HCD, but mostly in education and agriculture. This project is a combination of HCD and development aid. And, given our breadth of experience working with fragile and conflict affected settings, we know that there’s no one-size-fits-all solution,” explains Ingrid.

“Evidence has also shown that tackling individual issues, such as improving facilities or having more human resources for health services, without putting the women who need these services at the centre, is not enough.”

Ingrid Zuleta

Our primary goal is to reduce maternal mortality by designing a system where the person in need of maternal health services has access to a comprehensive service that includes blood transfusions and surgical expertise (CemONC). These services are not part of the basic emergency obstetric and newborn care (BEmONC) that is often more widely available in these countries.

As we aim to make these services accessible to even those living in hard to reach areas, we will also create a geospatial analysis of the health facilities. Essentially, we will measure the travelling time to these CemONC facilities, should they need surgical assistance or transfusions, which is often the case when there are complications.

“Another thing that comes with our analysis will be a visualisation of the user’s journey. People will also have different priorities when they need to access maternal healthcare. We don’t want to stereotype or leave out certain users, so we’re also careful to highlight the different user journeys,” says Ingrid.

For example, in many cases, people faced with an emergency tend to go for the more familiar ancestral medicine option. Hence, we will need to, and are taking, ancestral medicine into consideration as well.

An approach like this also highlights the limitations of a more traditional approach looking at health systems from solely a supply perspective. For many people, the journey to adequate healthcare is a geographical as well as a cultural challenge, and by taking the HCD approach we hope to ensure that we address both these challenges.
Working with WHO on Strengthening the Health Workforce in Europe

WHO/Europe and KIT held their first-of-its-kind training course on health workforce leadership and management in Europe in Copenhagen earlier this year. It would turn out to be far from business as usual but in a good way. This training aims to support experienced government decision-makers to enhance their human resources for health (HRH) leadership skills. The word “experience” would appear to be crucial.

The World Health Organization Regional Office of Europe (WHO/Europe) and KIT have launched their first-of-its-kind training course on health workforce leadership and management in Europe. This initiative breaks away from the norm, offering an opportunity for experienced government decision-makers to enhance their human resources for health (HRH) leadership skills.

The pressing health workforce crisis, exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic, has laid bare the vulnerabilities of healthcare systems worldwide, shining a spotlight on the critical need for effective governance, mobilisation of all actors involved and HRH stewardship. With this in mind, the new training course was centred on strategic planning, improving motivation and empowering experienced government decision-makers to excel in their roles and to drive meaningful change in HRH in their countries. Participating government officials came from five countries: Armenia, Georgia, North Macedonia, the Republic of Moldova and Romania.

At the start of the course, WHO regional director for Europe, Hans Kluge, emphasised that the pandemic showed the crucial need to improve the availability, sustainability, and well-being of the health workforce.

Tailoring the course for impact

“While WHO had previously developed a comprehensive HRH course for high-level managers, customisation was key to ensuring maximum relevance and impact,” said Irina Wagner, project lead and trainer from KIT. To achieve this, the course material underwent fine-tuning and contextualisation, aligning it with the specific needs and challenges faced by the participating health managers. The team at KIT spearheaded this crucial step, conducted additional research in the five countries.

Although the five countries differ in the structure of their health systems, they also share common HRH challenges, such as the alarming out-migration and brain-drain of healthcare professionals. This poses a significant threat to the delivery of adequate healthcare services, particularly in remote and rural areas. Therefore, the course focused on ways to attract and retain healthcare workers. The course also paid special attention to issues of HRH planning.

Embracing a new approach: empowering adult learners

This course was not business-as-usual. Irina and her KIT colleague, Marjolein Dieleman, believed that experienced high-level managers demanded a different educational approach. They applied adult learning principles, emphasising practical application, open discussions, and the exchange of best practices across borders. Through role-playing exercises and stimulating simulations, the participants actively engaged with the material, learning from one another’s experiences, and constantly evaluating how insights from other countries could be applied to their own contexts.

The moment of truth: from training to action

The five-day course, held at the WHO/Europe premises in Copenhagen in February 2023, was just the beginning of an impactful journey. Participants returned to their respective countries with a 10-week assignment—a chance to implement their newfound knowledge and skills to tackle a relevant HRH issue. Throughout this period, KIT-trainers offered unwavering support, guiding, and motivating the participants as they navigated the challenges of real-world implementation. This level of guidance is different from most other courses we give, says Irina. In May, the participants returned to Copenhagen to present their plans. Irina and her colleague Marjolein Dieleman looked forward to the day, which was also a moment of truth—a chance to see the impact.

The success of this training programme has paved the way for similar trainings which are envisaged in other countries in the near future. At KIT, we remain ready and excited to continue.

‘Abolish the Pink Tax’ and Other Viral Dutch Campaigns by the Issue Killers Traineeship

The Issue Killers Traineeship is a 12-week programme for students and young professionals to develop and create advertising campaigns to raise awareness about urgent social issues. TheRockGroup and KIT created this programme, while KIT and the advertising agencies Fama Volant and TBWA/NEBEKO support it.

Throughout the programme, the trainees receive training and coaching from experts on advertising and sustainable business to learn how to plan a campaign. For example, in the last edition, Femke Sleegers, from the successful Reclame Fossilvrij (Advertising Fossil Free) campaign, and Jerry Aphyle from the critical Keїt Out Zwarte Piet campaign, shared their experiences with the trainees. For one day a week, the trainees then work in a multidisciplinary team to develop their campaigns.

The traineeship is now in its third edition, and several campaigns from past editions have garnered extensive media attention.

Weg met de Pink Tax!

Products marketed to women are frequently more expensive than similar products for men. For example, pink razor blades are €30 more expensive than black razor blades, yet both share a similar design and structure. This additional €30 is referred to as the ‘Pink Tax’. But it’s not just razor blades: these extra costs are applied to a lot of products, from perfumes and deodorants to women’s clothing, sports, and even children’s toys. Products marketed to women are, on average, seven percent more expensive than similar products marketed to men, resulting in women spending hundreds of Euros more each year. The goal of the ‘Weg met de Pink Tax’ campaign was to raise awareness of this issue.

The team created a video in the style of the popular Dutch consumer programme ‘De Kiepersloot’, where they called stores and producers and asked them why there was a price difference between similar products. This video quickly went viral and prompted the team to create a website with information. The campaign has since been featured in prominent Dutch consumer programmes ‘De Keuringsdienst van Waarde’, where they called stores and producers and asked them why there was a price difference between similar products. The traineeship is now in its third edition, and several campaigns from past editions have garnered extensive media attention.

Stop met Bankhangen!

Many banks use your money to invest in harmful industries, like fossil fuels or the weapons trade. The Stop met Bankhangen campaign tries to raise awareness of this and encourages people to switch to a more ethical bank. The campaign advocates for removing your money from these banks and opening an account at a more ethical bank, so you can make sure your savings aren’t invested in these industries. As part of the campaign, the team created a website informing curious readers about how different banks invest your savings. They also provided options to make it easy for people to make the switch easier.

We noticed that a lot of stores have already silently removed the price differences between the products we highlighted in our campaign.

Dyokee Klahkhe, an Issue Killers Trainee, says, “We are very happy we can spread our message about the Pink Tax in large Dutch news programmes, like Nieuwsuur (Newsoure), and create more awareness about this topic. We would like to continue this campaign and we want to work with businesses that care about changing these unfair prices.

We also noticed that a lot of stores have already silently removed the price differences between the products we highlighted in our campaign. We want to work with these companies to bring about systemic changes and abolish Pink Tax completely.”
Your support for one student, means better health for thousands!

Donate now! www.kit.nl/kit-scholarship-fund

“I have been involved in research for 10 years and wanted to expand my role in informing policy and advocating for change. As part of the master’s in public health course at KIT, I chose the Sexual Reproductive Health and Rights track. This educational opportunity has empowered me to return to my home community, contribute meaningfully, and give back to my government. The scholarship fund has been instrumental in allowing me to pursue my dreams. We [her and prospective scholarship applicants] greatly rely on the support of generous individuals. Therefore, I encourage donors to continue their contributions toward helping people make their dreams a reality.

Darlen Dzimwe Chiyamwaka – former KIT master’s student
Increasing numbers of businesses are working towards the SDGs and are committed to a new economy based on sustainability and inclusivity. At the same time, young people are highly motivated to work within the broad domain of sustainability, but many lack the necessary knowledge and skills to pursue this career path.

The SDG Traineeship programme offers young people and organisations the perfect opportunity to develop further in the field of sustainable business operations and entrepreneurship. This programme connects young people and organisations in both the private and public sectors to make concrete contributions to the achievement of the SDGs. Throughout the 15-week traineeship programme, trainees spend one day a week working in teams on a project related to SDGs at one of the participating companies. The SDG Traineeship programme is a collaborative project between SDG House and SDG Community member ‘TheRockGroup’. We spoke to some participating companies and (former) trainees about their experiences with the SDG Traineeship:

Jasmin Gerritsma
Former SDG trainee (edition 4), team Gemeente Súdwest-Fryslân

"After my studies, I knew I wanted to be more actively involved with sustainability, but I didn’t have a clear idea of what I wanted to do. Of course, you can change your habits to practice sustainability in your personal life, but I wanted to know if I could also work in this field.

Joining the SDG Traineeship, and working on a sustainability assignment for a client, helped me gain valuable hands-on experience. By working in a multidisciplinary team, I learned what my strengths and weaknesses are. It helped me find answers to the questions I had, and it gave me a lot of valuable practical experience. The certification at the end is a nice validation of the skills and knowledge required to work on these types of assignments.

It was interesting to work with the municipality as a client. I hadn’t considered working for a government organisation like a municipality before, but I really enjoyed it. The traineeship helped me find out if this is the type of work I’d enjoy doing as a career. I can certainly recommend this traineeship to people who would like to work towards the SDGs."

Tessa Assies
Hestia Kinderopvang, client SDG Traineeship (edition 4 & 5)

"This will be the second time we join the SDG traineeship as a client. We are a children’s daycare centre that has existed for 20 years, and from the start, sustainability has been important to us. Originally, our focus was mainly on the so-called ‘green’ aspect of sustainability, like using sustainable materials at our locations. Now, we have expanded our focus to how we can treat each other and the planet sustainably as well.

The first group of trainees started with us in early 2022, and we asked them how we could better incorporate sustainability and the SDGs into our policy and practices.

It was interesting to see how the inspired, highly motivated young trainees worked on these challenges for us. They all come from different backgrounds and each of them brings their particular set of skills and competences. I believe that creating more awareness about sustainability within companies is very important for the future, and I think that this traineeship is a step towards achieving this.

I think day-care has an important role to play in creating more awareness. After all, we are raising a new generation and we hope that with our attention to sustainability and the SDGs, this new generation will grow up also caring about these topics."

Gana Radoeva
Current SDG trainee

"I’ve been trying to decide what to do after finishing my masters here in the Netherlands, figuring out my career path, and seeing if I want to stay in the Netherlands or move back home to Bulgaria. For me, the work I do must have a positive impact on the world, whether it’s on people or the environment. I also want to try things out before diving into the real workforce.

The SDG Traineeship is a great combination of these two things. I hope the traineeship will help me develop skills to further my career.

I’m only six weeks into the traineeship, but I’ve already had some great experiences. I feel the work we do is making a positive impact on the world, and it is helping me decide what I want to do after my studies. For instance, I didn’t think I wanted to get into consultancy; however, now after gaining experience in sustainability consulting, I enjoy it. It is different from what I imagined the world of consulting would be like.

I’m really enjoying the balance between academic and practical business knowledge that we are getting in the training and guidance from the SDG Traineeship itself too. I appreciate that we can learn, grow, and fail in a safe environment during this traineeship while working on a real business case for our client."
Hospitality for a Sustainable Future

Perched on the edge of Amsterdam’s Oosterpark, the KIT campus is one of the city’s great hospitality venues, featuring a hotel, a café and restaurant, and world-class conference and events facilities. Our hospitality services are an integral part of KIT’s mission to make the world more inclusive and sustainable. This is reflected in all aspects of the hospitality operation: from the food we serve and the suppliers we use, to waste management and the social employment programme that we support. The proceeds of our hospitality services contribute directly to projects undertaken by our advisors in global health, economic development, and gender equality.

In the summer, KIT’s inner courtyard is used as a place to relax, work, and meet during the week. In the evenings and on the weekends, large gatherings and events can be held in the courtyard. Our imposing Marble Hall is perfect for networking during your conference…

Large conference audiences can be hosted at The Queen Maxima Hall.

Our professional staff make sure you have a pleasant visit.

Or even a musical performance, like this Candlelight Concert.

Our monumental building has increasingly served as a studio for television programmes, a backdrop for commercials, or as a film set.

In the evenings and on the weekends, large gatherings and events can be held in the courtyard.
Peter Somuah, trumpetist in the Lizette Ma Neza and the Poetry Band, at the Power of Knowledge Event.